Exhibition and book about Cavaliere’s surveying instruments

The senior surveyor Giovanni Cavaliere presents a collection that combines ideally, just over the 150 years of unity of Italy, the lives and work of three generations of men in the family Cavalieri: Luciano great-grandfather (graduated in Naples in 1863), grandfather Giovanni and his nephew Giovanni (Nini). All the 3 surveyors and topographers as a real lifestyle choice.

The wonder of all the working tools, including some rare, determines the desire to use them not only by fans.

This instrumentation is so perfect and pristine in every part that transmits the feeling of vitality that it encloses.

It’s the same feeling when you turn the ignition key of a vintage car and everything starts to move.

For all see this live collection means to better understand the peculiarities of each instrument: the dating, the manufacturers, the technical characteristics, the specific functional perfection.

In particular it has to be considered that the reliability of these tools have given to the surveyors the safety of the accuracy of the survey before that the use of digital instrumentation and satellite would change forever this difficult but exciting “job”.

The catalog of the book contains the complete data sheet for each piece.